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       Pinpoint and understand emotions.  

       80% of  emotions are named inaccurately. Identify your emotions more correctly and   

       instantly and reflect on the numerous labels and assumptions of emotions. Learn more details about  

       what fabric your emotions are made of in your brain and body. 

Distinguish between natural and out-of-place emotions.  

      Classify primary from secondary and tertiary emotions. Identify and accept any emotion. Understand  

      the phenomenon of neuro-intensity and what makes emotions so powerful. Practice stepping in and  

      out of a variety of emotions. Value the ability to feel emotions from an empowered inner place.  

       Learn to accept any emotion. 

       When we stop fighting emotions and learn to accept and feel them more consciously we create  

       neuro-pathways that empower us. Enjoy Emotion Yoga.    

      Access emotions more consciously. 

      Mostly we know what we don’t want to feel anymore. How about defining what emotions you actually  

      want and need to feel more? Session ends with Laughter Yoga 

      Transform Resistance into Assistance 

       It is not the emotion itself but the way you relate to that emotion. Natural instincts make us resist.   

      EI teaches us how to transform limbic reactions into a new consciously decided relationships with  

      any emotion. Every emotion has a signal for us. Once you recognize the signal and respond to it –       

 you can deal with the emotions easily. 

Enhance Your Focus  

Being stuck in emotions has a lot to do with where our focus is. We can be trapped in our inner 

stories and movies and believe them as if real – but they are not. You can learn to sharpen your 

senses and perception in a way that improves various focus directions.  

               Assumptions and Facts 

Learning to differentiate interpretation and judgment from rational evaluations is basic for handling  

      emotions more successfully. Practice the language and the skills that will help you to clearly 

      differentiate assumptions from facts and so more consciously detach from unwanted emotions. 

 Empowering Boundaries.  The Emotional Health Model. 

               Not being able to handle emotions is related to our ability to know our boundaries more precisely.        

                The Emotional Health Model is a powerful model that supports identifying and expressing  

               Boundaries and provides you with tools for challenging emotional situations.  
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              Language that Disempowers; Language that Empowers 

       There are verbal and non-verbal elements of disempowering thinking and speaking. Identify and  

       eliminate those and focus on enforcing Language that Empowers. 

       The Accountability Model  

       Understand and apply this innovative concept to engage and implement responsibility and     

      commitment in your work environment.  

Assertiveness and Compassion 

This topic is well-versed even in top leadership levels. Re-define your reflected level of confidence 

and assertiveness and also compassion. 

        The Four-Step Leading Pattern – The Veg-Burger 

      Communication scenarios: Practicing successfully addressing and handling disruptive behavior,      

      charged situations and interactive resistance. Turn challenges into opportunities.  

                 Emotionally engage with the Four-Step Leading Pattern 

Choose three of your most challenging scenarios with co-workers or family members and solve them     

on the spot with one of the skills of these two days. Demonstrate how the Four-Step Pattern can align  

you with your resourcefulness regardless of any circumstances.  

 

 

 

 


